Abstract-In an information-theoretic framework, we introduce a two-stage decoding scheme capable of achieving identification capacity to address search and memory complexities in large-scale identification systems. This two-stage decoding procedure is accomplished as follows. For a given query, at the first stage, a list of cluster indices is estimated. Then, at the second stage, refinement checks are performed for all the members of the clusters to produce a single index. The first result this paper presents is the achievable rate quadruple region that specifies necessary conditions that the two-stage decoding scheme should satisfy to be able to achieve the identification capacity. The rest of this paper is designated to investigate various achievable rate quadruples in which the proposed two-stage identification setup can reduce the search complexity with respect to conventional identification setups.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
DENTIFICATION by nearest neighbor search (NNS) is a research problem emerging in vast forensic applications including, but not limited to, human biometrics [1] , multimedia security (copy detection, content identification and tracking) [2] and physical object security [2] .
An identification system [1] usually consists of two main phases: enrollment and identification. In the enrollment phase, feature vectors representing digital contents, humans or physical objects are extracted and stored in a database. In the identification phase, a query, i.e., a noisy and degraded counterpart of an enrolled item, is presented for identification, which is accomplished by comparing the query with feature vectors stored in the database and selecting the best match. The performance of an identification system can be evaluated in terms of "identification rate", "memory complexity" and "search complexity". The exponential rate of the total number of items enrolled at the enrollment phase is referred to as the "identification rate". The overall amount of memory that should be allocated to the enrolled items and their indices is referred to as the "memory complexity". The overall time complexity, which is commonly estimated by counting the number of elementary operations performed by an algorithm, in the identification phase to identify a received query is referred to as the "search complexity".
Willems et al. [1] investigated the capacity C id of an identification system. C id is defined as the maximum achievable rate of the number of distinguishable items in a database, where the feature vectors extracted from items have constant and known statistics. They showed that approximately 2 N R items can be distinguished from each other, if and only if R < C id when N, the dimensionality of the feature space, becomes very large. They presented a single-letter characterization for the identification capacity C id , which is equal to the mutual information between the enrollment and identification observations. See also [3] . A crucial methodology in this development is to regard the set of enrolled feature vectors as random channel codes. In the identification system there is no control neither on the probability distribution of enrolled items nor on the enrolled items in the database. As such, the identification phase can be accomplished using a NNS scheme in which the search complexity is proportional to the number of checks.
In modern applications, the size of a database can be billions. Therefore, theoretical investigation and the development of practical methods for achieving identification capacity [1] is of great interest. As mentioned above, an efficient approach should satisfy several important requirements. First, users should be able to reliably identify objects or individuals, i.e., find the most similar and related objects or individuals in a database with a low probability of error (high reliability). Second, the decoding method should be as fast as possible (low search complexity). Finally, it should require the least possible amount of memory for both the items and the indexing structure (low memory complexity). In general, there is a tradeoff between these three conditions, reliability, search complexity and memory complexity, and the fundamental information-theoretical characterization of this triple trade-off is an open and emerging research problem, which we deal with in this paper.
To achieve the identification capacity, an identification system can perform an exhaustive search on all database entries to find the best match. The search complexity of this method is in order of the total number of items in the database, i.e., O(2 NC id ). Chávez et al. [4] gave an extensive overview of techniques to reduce search complexity in metric spaces by reducing the number of entries to be checked. The conventional approach to reduce the search complexity is to use a multidimensional index structure. Space-partitioning methods like grid file [5] , K-D-B-tree [6] and quad-tree [7] divide the data space along predefined planes. Data-partitioning methods like R-tree [8] , R * -tree [9] , R + -tree [10] , X-tree [11] , SR-tree [12] , M-tree [13] , TV-tree [14] and hB-tree [15] divide the data space according to the distribution of data. Although these access methods generally work well for lowdimensional spaces, their performance degrades as the number of dimensions increases. This phenomenon has been reported for the R * -tree [11] , the X-tree [16] and the SR-tree [12] .
Weber et al. [17] compared indexing techniques to methods based on vector-approximations (VA). Similar to these VA methods are fingerprinting techniques used in content-based audio identification, Haitsma and Kalker [18] , and Cano et al. [19] . Weber et al. [17] showed that for searching in high-dimensional spaces quantization methods outperform indexing methods.
Tuncel et al. [20] are among the first who investigated rate-distortion approaches in database searching. They applied quantization during enrollment and considered a fundamental trade-off between compression rate and reconstruction distortion. Later Tuncel [21] considered the trade-off between enrollment compression rate and identification rate, an extension of [1] .
In this paper, we introduce a two-stage decoding scheme that can achieve identification capacity C id with lower search complexity than exhaustive search. In contrast to [20] and [21] , we do not compress the database's entries. In an informationtheoretical framework, we evaluate the achievable region for this two-stage decoding scheme.
Upon observing a query, the two-stage decoding works as follows. At the first stage, a cluster, which may include the related item, is detected. At the second stage, the decision concerning the item is taken. If there are M items, an ideal system to minimize the search complexity, i.e., the total number of checks, has √ M disjoint clusters, each containing √ M items. To determine the cluster index, √ M clusters has to be checked. To determine the item within the detected cluster, √ M refinement-checks are needed. This results in 2 √ M checks in total, which is considerably less than M checks required for exhaustive search.
Due to imperfections of an observation channel, a query may fall in a cluster different from the one including the true item. This causes an error. To tackle this, one can enlarge clusters to have overlap with each other. This means each item can be in more than one cluster. Correspondingly, it is reasonable to detect a list of clusters instead of a single cluster. We investigate the fundamental trade-off between cluster-check rate and refinement-check rate of this two-stage identification that can achieve identification capacity. This paper can be seen as a generalization of the schemes introduced by Willems [22] and Tuncel [23] . The main differences between the current manuscript and [22] and [23] are: (a) generalization of cluster centroids, considered as auxiliary random variables, based on statistics of both entries of the database and queries, while in [22] and [23] the cluster centroids have been generated based on either the statistics of the queries, or the entries of the database, respectively; (b) while identification capacity and search complexity are explained in the above examples, memory complexity is not explained at all; (c) a new result on the search-memory complexity region of capacity achieving identification systems. The main goal of this sequel is to introduce a search strategy based on a two-stage decoding scheme, so as to achieve the identification capacity and to reduce the search complexity.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we introduce notations and definitions exploited through this paper. Section III-A introduces the generalized two-stage identification system. Section IV represents some properties of the introduced two-stage decoding scheme. In Section V, we investigate search-memory complexity of the proposed two-stage decoding schemes. We present necessary conditions to reduce search complexity in Section VI. In Section VII we consider binary symmetric and Gaussian systems and present their corresponding numerical results. Concluding remarks follow in Section VIII.
II. DEFINITION AND PRELIMINARIES
We give the definition of jointly typical sequences and their main properties, since typicality is an important notion in our proofs. For more details and the proofs of the properties see e.g. [24] .
Definition 1 (Set of jointly typical sequences, [24] ):
where Lemma 1 (Properties of jointly typical sequences, [24] ):
2)
3 
Notations
Throughout this paper, we adopt the convention that a scalar random variable is denoted by a capital letter X, a specific value it may take is denoted by the lower case letter x, and its alphabet is designated by the script letter X . As for vectors, a capital letter X N with a corresponding superscript will denote an N-dimensional random vector X N = (X 1 , . . . , X N ). A lower case letter x N will represent its particular realization
, where a and b are integers, and b ≥ a. The expectation operator is designated by E[·]. Furthermore, 
A. Model Description
In this section, we introduce an identification system based on a generalized two-stage decoding scheme.
The identification system under analysis is shown in Figure 2 . In the enrollment phase, a randomly generated sequence (vector) x N (w) of length N is extracted from each item and stored in a database. The vector x N = (x 1 , . . . , x N ) contains the symbols x n , 1 ≤ n ≤ N, each taking values in the discrete alphabet X . The database C is a collection of M indexed sequences denoted by
Assume the components of X N = (X 1 , . . . , X N ) are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) according to {Q s (x); x ∈ X }. Hence, the probability that sequence x N occurs for the item indexed by w is
Note that this probability does not depend on the index w. We assume that all sequences are generated prior to the identification phase. In the identification phase, an enrolled item will be presented for identification. It is equally likely that each item w is presented for identification, hence
When item w is presented for identification, its corresponding sequence x N (w) = s(w, C), is "selected" from the database C, and observed through a memoryless observation channel
Upon receiving y N , the identification starts by constructing a list of indices with cardinality M 3 . This index list with outcome w Fig. 2 ). For convenience, for the rest of the paper we designate the boldface w 1 to refer to the index list w M 3 1 . Hence
Now, at the second decoding stage, a decision is made, based on y N , the index list w 1 and the database C. This decision consisting of w 1 ∈ w 1 = {w 1 (1), . . . , w 1 (M 3 )} and w 2 ∈ Fig. 2 ). Hence
Finally, a combiner based on the second decoder outputs w 1 and w 2 forms an estimate of the index of the item presented for identification, c :
We assume that w ∈ {1, . . . , M}. The reliability of our identification system is measured by the error probability
B. Statement of The Main Result
Definition 2: The rate quadruple (R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , R) with R ≥ 0 is achievable, if for all > 0 and N large enough, there exist mappings
and Pr W = W ≤ .
(15) The following theorem states a fundamental trade-off between these rates to achieve the identification capacity.
Theorem 1: The region of achievable rate quadruples of the identification system defined above is given by
follows from the chain rule in the probability theory. This implies that contrary to [22] , in which the Markov chain condition X ↔ Y ↔ U must hold, there is no restriction on P(x, y, u) in (16) . And, the auxiliary random variable U depends on both X and Y .
C. Clustering-Based Identification
The generalized model of the two stage identification scheme introduced above is coming to existence by a clustering-based identification system, which can achieve the identification capacity (see Appendix I), with the following implementation.
First, the database C of the enrolled items is split into different clusters. The total number of clusters is M 1 and every cluster is specified by a cluster index w 1 and a cluster centroid u N (w 1 ). Each cluster can include at most M 2 enrolled items (see Fig. 3 ). The total amount of memory that is allocated to store enrolled items, cluster centroids and their indices is the memory complexity.
The clustering-based identification system using above database organization follows the decoding scheme introduced in Section III-A. At the first stage, the first decoder upon receiving y N , checks all cluster centroids u N (w 1 ), 1 ≤ w 1 ≤ M 1 and chooses M 3 most similar cluster centroids, using some predefined distance measure, and constructs list w 1 . The first decoder can send at most M 3 cluster indices to the second decoder. The total number of checks to be done to construct w 1 is called "first stage search complexity". This search complexity is proportional to M 1 , number of clusters.
At the second stage, the second decoder, having access to y N , w 1 and the clustered database, checks the items belonging to the detected clusters (see Fig. 4 ), and chooses the most similar one to y N . Similarly, the total number of checks to be done by the second decoder is called the "second stage search complexity". This search complexity is proportional to M 3 , the number of decoded clusters by the first decoder, multiplied by M 2 , the number of items in each cluster. The total complexity, combining first and second stages, is called the "overall search complexity".
Theorem 1 provides us with a set of achievable rate quadruples that is related to different clustering and decoding schemes. In the rest of the paper, we analyze achievable clustering and decoding schemes that help us reduce the search complexity with respect to exhaustive search and investigate the search-memory complexity trade-off. 
IV. PROPERTIES OF THE REGION OF ACHIEVABLE RATE QUADRUPLE
In this section we analyze some properties of the achievable region and examine it by utilizing different decoding approaches at the first decoder, i.e., single-output decoder versus list decoder, and using different database organizations.
A. Convexity Proposition 1: The region of achievable rate quadruples of the generalized two-stage identification system is convex.
Proof: Appendix II.
B. First Decoder as a Single-Output Decoder
As mentioned in Theorem 1 the two-stage identification scheme can achieve the identification capacity if the first decoder outputs a list of indices with rate R 3 ≥ 0. In this section, we explore a condition in which the first decoder can act as a single-output decoder, i.e., R 3 = 0, and achieve the identification capacity. P(u|y) , to achieve C id . The resulting achievable rate region R reduces to the following set
Corollary 1: If the first decoder at the two stage identification setup outputs only a single index, i.e., R
Remark 3: Corollary 1 coincides with the results shown by [22] .
C. Non-Excess Rate
Here we introduce the "excess rate" as R 1 +R 2 −R. From Theorem 1, the two-stage identification scheme can achieve the identification capacity while the total rate of the clustered items R 1 + R 2 is greater than or equal to the total rate of items R, i.e., R 1 + R 2 ≥ R, i.e., ≥ 0. In the following we consider the situation in which there is no excess rate, i.e., = 0.
Corollary 2: In the two stage identification setup, if the excess rate is zero, i.e.,
, to achieve C id . The resulting achievable rate region R is given by
Thus ≥ I (U ; Y | X) and the excess rate is always bigger than or equal to zero, i.e., ≥ 0. If the excess rate is zero, then we have
Remark 4: From Corollary 2, the excess rate satisfies [25] and [26] , where, to reduce the search complexity, the authors proposed clustering based on k-means over the database entries. For a given query, to find the most related contents they investigated clusters whose centroids are among the closest ones to the query. However, contrary to our identification setup, in which the identification's output is only a single index of an enrolled item, their retrieval system outputs a list of contents.
V. SEARCH-MEMORY COMPLEXITY
In this section, we consider the search-memory complexity of the generalized two-stage decoding scheme introduced in Section III-A.
A. Memory-Complexity Exponent
As mentioned in the proof of Theorem 1 (Appendix I), using the proposed scheme, we try to cover the space
is generated according to (42).
The memory-complexity (illustrated in Figure 3 ) related to the memory allocation of C u , using naïve memory allocation, which is assigning N log 2 |U| bits for each u N (w 1 ) ∈ C u is given by
In the enrollment phase, for each cluster centroid
Therefore, the cardinality of the cluster
is at most 1. Consequently, the overall memory storage needed for this two-stage identification using N log 2 |X | bits for each x N (w) ∈ C, is given by
Therefore, the memory-complexity exponent M e of the scheme is
B. Search-Complexity Exponent
As mentioned in the proof of Theorem 1 (Appendix I), for a given query y N , the first decoder constructs the list w 1 with a cardinality of M 3 ≈ 2 N I (U ;X |Y ) using the following strategy :
• checking all cluster centroids u N (w 1 ) ∈ C u and finding out which u N (w 1 ) is jointly typical with y N , i.e.,
Consequently, the first stage search complexity (illustrated in Figure 4 ) is given by
where O(N) indicates the required complexity to check each cluster centroid u N (w 1 ) ∈ C u . Next, the second decoder for each w 1 ∈ w 1 considers the items belong to the cluster K(u N (w 1 )). All these sequences should be checked to determine the one that (x N (w), y N ) ∈ A (N) (XY ). This requires,
Therefore, the second stage search complexity turns out to be
Consequently, it can be shown that the overall searchcomplexity exponent S e related to the two-stage decoding scheme is
VI. REDUCING THE SEARCH COMPLEXITY
In this section, we investigate necessary conditions to reduce the search complexity of the two-stage scheme with respect to an identification system using the exhaustive search approach.
Assume that the collection of cluster centroids C u has been generated randomly according to the distribution given in (42). The following two propositions state necessary conditions to reduce the search-complexity and its lower bound.
Remark 6: The main objective of the two-stage identification setup is to reduce the search complexity in identification systems, and to achieve the identification capacity. To achieve this goal, two-stage decoding based on clustering should satisfy the following conditions. First, the constraints in (16) should be fulfilled. Secondly, the number of items M should be larger than the number of clusters 
VII. EXAMPLES A. Binary Source
We consider here an identification system with binary uniform sequences. Thus Q s (x) = 1/2 for x ∈ {0, 1}. We also, assume a binary symmetric observation channel, which implies Q c (y|x) = q if y = x and Q c (y|x) = 1 − q if y = x, where y ∈ {0, 1}.
It is important to observe that the "backward" channel from Y to X is also binary symmetric with crossover probability q since
Therefore X = Y ⊕ Z b where ⊕ denotes modulo-2 addition and Z b ∼ Bernoulli(q) is additive noise independent of Y . As such, we have
1) First Decoder as a Single-Output Decoder:
From Corollary 1, the Markov chain X ↔ Y ↔ U must hold. Since the channel from Y to X is binary additive with crossover probability q, it follows from Mrs. Gerber's Lemma shown by [27] 
When we take the "channel" from Y to U as a binary symmetric channel with crossover probability p, the minimum H (X|U ) is achieved; and consequently, the region of achievable rate triples for binary uniform sequences and a binary symmetric observation channel is given by [22] 
From (18), (23) and (24) the number of cluster-checks that have to be made by the first decoder is roughly 2 N R 1 = 2 N (1−H 2 ( p) ) and the number of refinementchecks made by the second decoder is approximately
2) Non-Excess Rate: From Corollary 2, the Markov chain U ↔ X ↔ Y must hold. Following from Mrs. Gerber's Lemma [27] , if
When we take the "channel" from X to U as a binary symmetric with crossover probability p the minimum H (Y |U ) is achieved. Therefore, the region of achievable quadruple rates for binary uniform sequences and a binary symmetric observation channel is given by
Similarly, using (32) , (23) and (24) and the U ↔ X ↔ Y condition the complexity of the first and second decoders are approximately 2
Remark 9: The overall search complexity for the binary setup is the same under the two Markov conditions. Fig. 5 shows the optimal cluster-refinement rate-pairs of the two-stage identification setup under the Markov chain conditions X ↔ Y ↔ U and (or) U ↔ X ↔ Y for three values of the identification rate R and for a BSC observation channel with crossover probability q = 0.1. The solid line in Fig. 5 indicates the points that cluster and refinement rates are equal. Fig. 5 implies that the minimum search complexity, which occurs when cluster and refinement rates are equal, is more than R/2.
3) General Case: Now we consider the general two-stage decoding, i.e., P(x, y, u) = Q s (x)Q c (y | x)P(u | x, y). Let U = X = Y = {0, 1}. It should be noted that contrary to the two Markov cases that was shown U = {0, 1} is optimal, it is not possibly enough in the general scheme and |U| can be bigger than 2. We have generated 10, 000 trials of P(u | x, y) for four different combinations of x ∈ {0, 1} and y ∈ {0, 1}, Optimum cluster-refinement rates-pairs for a system with uniform binary sequences and a binary symmetric observation channel with crossover probability q = 0.1, for identification rates R = 0.5310 (maximum), 0.3640, and 0.1770. The solid line indicates the equality of cluster and refinement rates. Fig. 6 . Red o's indicate the search-memory complexity exponents of Binary symmetric source using the covering-channel P(u | x, y). Blue ×'s and black dots the search-memory complexity using the covering-channel P(u | y) under the condition X ↔ Y ↔ U , and P(u | x) under the condition U ↔ X ↔ Y , respectively. u ∈ {0, 1} uniformly distributed over [0, 1], to generate almost all possible search-memory exponent pairs. Finally, in order to show the ability of the general scheme in reducing search complexity the points that are satisfying either of two conditions in (26) have been chosen to plot. Fig. 6 (red o' s) shows searchmemory complexity exponents of the binary system with the rate R = 0.5 and q = 0.1, using (22) and (25) . The point (0.5, 0.5) is related to the exhaustive search scheme that we have R e = S e = R. As it was expected from Proposition 3, Fig. 6 shows that the minimum search complexity exponent even for the general scheme is bigger than R/2 = 0.25.
We have also generated 10, 000 trials of P(u | y) and P(u | x) to specify the search-memory complexity exponents under the Markov chain X ↔ Y ↔ U and U ↔ X ↔ Y , respectively. Fig. 6 (blue ×' s) and (black dots) show the search-memory complexity exponents under the Markov chain X ↔ Y ↔ U and U ↔ X ↔ Y , respectively. Similar to the general case, we have only chosen the points that are satisfying either of two conditions in (26) to plot. Clearly, the two-stage decoding under the general condition can achieve a lower search-complexity compared to the given Markov conditions, with the price of higher memory-complexity exponent compared to the non-excess rate case, i.e., U ↔ X ↔ Y .
B. Gaussian Source
A Gaussian identification system is based on Gaussian source {G ρ ; x ∈ R, y ∈ R} that produces a sequence x N = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N ) with N-real valued symbols and a sequence y N = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y N } also having N real valued components. The density corresponding to the sequence (X N , Y N ) is given by
where
for x ∈ R, y ∈ R and correlation coefficient |ρ| < 1. Observe that the source pairs {(X n , Y n ), n = 1, . . . , N} are independent of each other and identically distributed according to G ρ (·, ·). Also note that scaling can be applied to obtain unit X-variance and unit Y -variance. Thus, we have
1) First Decoder as a Single-Output Decoder:
We are now ready to use Shannon's entropy power inequality shown by [28] . For a simple proof of this inequality see [29] . We use here a conditional version of the entropy power inequality similar to [30, Lemma II] . However, we must first transform the statistical relation between X and Y as described in (34) into an additive version. Note that
where Z g is Gaussian with zero mean and variance 1 − ρ 2 , and independent of Y , see Figure 7 .
From the (conditional version of the) entropy power inequality, one can conclude that if h(Y |U ) = − α 2 ρ 2 ) ). Note that we may assume that −1 < α < 1 since X has unit variance.
When we take the "channel" from Y to U as an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with variance (1 − α 2 ), see Figure 8 , the minimum h(X|U ) is achieved and consequently the region of achievable triple rates for the Gaussian identification system is given by
Using (37), (23) and (24), under the X ↔ Y ↔ U conditions the complexity of the first and second decoders
for 0 < α ≤ 1, respectively.
2) Non-Excess Rate:
We consider here a Gaussian identification setup similar to Section VII-B, where i.i.d. joint Gaussian sequences (X N , Y N ) are distributed according to (34) . We transform the statistical relation between X and Y as described in (34) into an additive version. Note that
where Z g is Gaussian with zero mean and variance 1 − ρ 2 , and independent of X, see Figure 9 .
From the (conditional version of the) entropy power inequality, one can conclude that if h(X|U ) = − β 2 ρ 2 ) ). Note that we may assume that −1 < β < 1 since Y has unit variance.
When we take the "channel" from U to X as an AWGN with variance (1 −β 2 ), see Figure 10 , the minimum h(Y |U ) is achieved; and consequently, the region of achievable quadruple rates for the Gaussian identification system is given by
Similarly, using (39), (23) and the (24) , u U ↔ X ↔ Y condition the complexity of the first and second decoders are
for 0 < β ≤ 1, respectively. Remark 10: The overall search complexity for the Gaussian setup is the same under these two Markov conditions. Fig. 11 shows the optimal cluster-refinement rate-pairs of the two-stage Gaussian identification setup under the Markov chain conditions X ↔ Y ↔ U and (or) U ↔ X ↔ Y for three values of the identification rate R and for normalized correlation coefficient ρ = 0.75. The solid line in Fig. 11 indicates the points that cluster and refinement rates are equal. Fig. 11 implies that the minimum search complexity under these two Markov conditions is more than R/2.
3) General Case: Now we consider the general two-stage scheme. Let (X N , Y N , U N ) be i.i.d. jointly Gaussian distributed sequences with covariance matrix
where ρ = 0.95, β and α are the normalized correlation coefficients between X and Y , X and U and Y and U , respectively. To generate almost all possible search-memory exponent pairs, we have generated 10, 000 trials of correlation coefficients α and β at random, which are uniformly distributed over (−1, 1) . Only α's and β's have been chosen that satisfy the positive-definiteness condition of K XY U . And, similar to the binary case, in order to show the ability of the general scheme in reducing the search complexity the points that are satisfying either of two conditions in (26) have been chosen to plot. In Fig. 12 red o's show the achievable search-memory complexity exponent pairs for the Gaussian identification system with rate R = 0.5, using (25) and (22) . Also in Fig. 12 blue ×'s and black dots show the searchmemory complexity exponent pairs under the Markov chain conditions X ↔ Y ↔ U and U ↔ X ↔ Y , respectively.
As it was expected due to Proposition 3, Fig. 12 shows that the minimum search complexity exponent is bigger than R/2 = 0.25. Fig. 12 implies that the generalized two-stage identification scheme can achieve lower search-complexity exponents that are not achievable under these Markov conditions with the price of higher memory-complexity exponent compared to non-excess rate case, i.e., U ↔ X ↔ Y .
C. Structured Covering Code
Although our investigation suggests that our random cluster centroids does not contain structure we could use a structured vector quantizer in practice as the first decoder. In such a situation the search complexity of the first decoder is not relevant, and the second decoder plays the role in overall search complexity of the system. Hence, the search-complexity exponent of the two-stage identification system is given by Fig. 13 shows the search-memory complexity exponent based on structured covering codes for the binary and Gaussian cases. Comparing Figs. 13 and 13 with Figs. 6 and 12, one can conclude that using structured covering code leads to a more efficient two-stage identification scheme. We need to use list decoders, however.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have addressed the search complexity problem in identification systems. We have introduced a generalized two-stage decoding scheme, which is capable of achieving the identification capacity, while reducing the search complexity. We have investigated the achievable rates for this decoding procedure, and analyzed them under various conditions. We have also investigated the search-memory complexity in the two-stage decoding scheme.
In analyzing the search complexity of the first-decoder, i.e., estimation of the "similar" cluster centroids for a given query y N , we have only considered joint typicality between the query and u N 's cluster centroids. However, one may instead first determine the set A (N) (U |y N ), and check which u N 's from this set are in the collection of cluster centroids C u , approach known as shooting [31] , that may reduce the first stage search complexity with respect to the scheme we introduced in this paper. Moreover, we have analyzed the rate quadruples under some Markov conditions for the binary and Gaussian cases. However, analyzing these achievable regions may also be very interesting for the general case, which might therefore be considered as a further research topic. In addition, we have only considered a two-stage system here, and it may also be interesting to find the fundamental limits for multi-stage systems.
APPENDIX I PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The proof consists of an achievability part and a converse part. We start with the achievability.
A. Achievability Proof for Theorem 1
In this section, we show that there exists some two-stage identification system introduced in Section III-A, that can achieve the identification capacity under the certain conditions shown in (16) . , y) , and an identification rate 0 ≤ R ≤ I (X; Y ). Note that M = 2 N R sequences extracted from enrolled items are assumed to be generated according to {Q s (x), x ∈ X }. These sequences are indexed by w ∈ M = {1, 2, · · · , M}, hence we obtain a collection
1) Cluster Centroids Generation:
We use a random coding argument to construct a collection of cluster centroids u N (1) 
These cluster centroids are indexed by
The system now assigns the enrolled items to different clusters by finding which sequences are jointly typical with the cluster centroid u N (w 1 ) for each w 1 
including the indices of each cluster member. A problem occurs if the number of items satisfies this condition for some cluster centroid, i.e., (
than M 2 since there are only M 2 blocks in memory available for each cluster to allocate their members. These clusters stored in the memory can be accessed by the second decoder. During identification, the first decoder upon receiving y N forms a list of cluster centroid indices w 1 L(y N ) = {w 1 :
The list L(y N ) is conveyed to the second decoder. A problem now occurs if for a given y N the number of cluster centroids
there is only room for conveying M 3 cluster centroids indices to the second decoder.
The second decoder for all detected cluster centroid indices w 1 ∈ L(y N ) and their members w ∈ K(u N (w 1 )) checks to see if there exists some
If it finds a unique w, this w is the decoder output,
if not, an error is declared.
2) Error Probability:
We now want to be more specific about the errors that can occur. Suppose that x N (w) occurs and y N results. The first three cases reflect the events that prevent the correct w from being seen by the second decoder. The fourth case corresponds to the event where some other w = w is decoded by the decoder. (XY ) . In this case an error occurs. Then we can write for the error probability averaged over the random code construction
The first term of P E can be bounded as
if we take M 1 = 2 N(I (X,Y ;U )+5 ) , for N large enough.
Here step (a) follows from the fact that for
and step (b) follows from the relation
For the second term of P E we obtain
if we take M 3 = 2 N(I (U ;X |Y )+9 ) .
Here step (a) follows from Markov's inequality, (b) follows from the fact that
where 1 A (t) denotes the indicator function defined as
And, (c) in (46) follows from (44).
For the third term of P E we obtain
Here step (a) follows from Markov inequality, and (b) follows from the fact for every u N we have that
Finally, for the fourth term of P E we get
if we take M = 2 N(I (X ;Y )+4 ) . Note that by (48) we obtain
This demonstrates the achievability part corresponding to Theorem 1.
B. Converse Part
For the range M 1 of the first decision we find that
where W 1 is the refined first decision. Note that it cannot take more than M 1 values. Here (a) follows from the fact that 
Let J be a random variable taking values in {1, 2, . . . , N} with equal probability, and let X = X j and Y = Y j , when J = j . Then
where step (c) follows from the fact that Since M 2 ≥ 1 we obtain for the range M 2 of the second decision that:
, we have the following series of (in)equalities
where (a) follows from the fact that
, and (d) follows the logic of (52).
From 
where (a) follows since
and since conditioning reduces entropy, and (c) follows similar logic as (52). Finally consider the following inequality for the number of items M:
where (a) follows from
and (c) is true since these pairs are identically distributed and
For all blocklengths N and small enough > 0, we obtain from (51) and (52), (53) and (54), and (55) and (56) that
for some p(x, y, u) = Q s (x)Q c (y|x)P(u|x, y). If we now let ↓ 0 and N → ∞, then we obtain the converse of Theorem 1 from (57).
C. Bound on the Cardinality of Auxiliary Random Variable U
Note that the achievable regions that we have presented in Section III-A are given in terms of auxiliary random variable U . Therefore they cannot be computed straightforwardly, since the range of U is not specified and can, in principle, be arbitrarily large. In this section we bound the range of U . This makes it possible to characterize our achievable regions.
The problem of region characterization is a typical problem studied in multiuser information theory. It involves the support lemma of [32] and the Fenchel-Eggleston strengthening of the Caratheodory lemma, as in [33] . The arguments that we provide below are similar to those used in [34] , to characterize the regions for various privacy leakage problems in biometric secrecy systems. Here, however, four constraints are used.
To find a bound on the cardinality of the auxiliary variable U let D be the set of probability distributions on X × Y and consider the |X | · |Y| + 2 continuous functions of P ∈ D defined as φ x,y (P) = P(x, y) for all but one (x, y), φ X,Y (P) = H P (X, Y ),
where in the last two equations we use Pr{X = x} = y P(x, y) and Pr{Y = y} = x P(x, y). By the FenchelEggleston strengthening of the Caratheodory lemma [33] there are |X | · |Y| + 2 elements P u ∈ D and α u that sum to one, such that P(x, y) = |X ||Y|+2 u=1 α u φ x,y (P u ) for all but one (x, y),
The entire probability distribution {Q(x, y), x ∈ X , y ∈ Y} and consequently the entropies H (X, Y ), H (X) and H (Y ) are now specified, and therefore I (X, Y ; U ), I (Y ; U ) and I (X; U ) are also specified. This implies that an auxiliary random variable U with cardinality |X | · |Y| + 2 suffices for the achievable region.
APPENDIX II PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Proof: We need to show that region R of achievable quadruples (R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , R) 
We define the random variable U = (U J , J ), such that it takes value U 1 with probability λ, and U 2 with probability 1 − λ, and observe that The same result can be shown similarly for the case R 1 2 = 0 and R 2 2 > 0. Finally, if R 1 2 = R 2 2 = 0, then λR 1 2 + (1 − λ) R 2 2 = 0 holds. Combining (61), (62), (63), (64) and (65), we conclude that R is convex.
APPENDIX III PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
Proof:
As mentioned in Section V-B the search complexity exponent at the first stage of the proposed scheme is ≈ I (U ; X, Y ) . Consequently, the two-stage decoding using random covering-code can reduce search complexity 
